
BASIC STANCE TECHNIQUE 

Posture teaching and training is often neglected in darts. However, if we really want to 

achieve success in this sport, we must be able to do the basic stance very well. If we explain 

the basic stance simply; 

-Whichever hand is holding the arrow, the foot of the same side should be placed at shoulder 

width so that it is zeroed on the shooting line. (For example: A right-handed dart player has 

his right foot in front.) 

-The forward foot is generally placed by turning it sideways (closer to the firing line) at an 

angle of 45 degrees (the right foot is turned to the left). 

-One of the important issues in the basic stance is to aim at the center of the dart board (Bull 

eye) before shooting, and to bring our feet to the shooting line and take our position against it. 

- Generally, this position is taken when an imaginary line from the middle of the board comes 

up to the dart player and places his foot and body in such a way that it divides his body in 

half. 

-If we explain this targeting; The dartist who will shoot must first draw this line in his mind 

from the shooting line to the bull eye, that is, to the center of the board. This requires mental 

competence. Plenty of reps automate this workout. 

-After drawing this line, he should adjust his position according to the point where he will 

shoot. This mental point is pre-marked and made a habit by the trainer for the beginner's 

convenience. 

-Placement studies at this point ensure that the darter maintains an accurate and consistent 

stance. -The important saying is: Standing in the wrong place causes misalignment. This 

greatly reduces the success of the shot. 

              



Posture of the Feet on the shooting line 

There are 2 main options in this regard. 

1- To lean the left or right hand of the shooting hand, tangentially parallel to the shooting line, 

by turning it at an angle of 90 degrees to the side. 

Meanwhile, the other back stabilizer takes its position in such a way that the heel is off the 

ground and tilts the body forward so that it remains in balance. This foot in the back is slightly 

outward without being in line with the foot in front. 

 

2- Turning the foot of the shooting hand at an angle of 45 degrees tangentially to the shooting 

line and resting the tip of the foot. The toe usually targets the bull eye (central). Meanwhile, 

the other back stabilizer takes its position in such a way that the heel is off the ground and tilts 

the body forward so that it remains in balance. This foot in the back is slightly outward 

without being in line with the foot in front. 

 

Body Posture at the shooting line 

 

- The body must remain stationary at all times during the shot. 

-During the shooting, after drawing the imaginary line and taking the position, the elbow is 

raised so that the arm forms an angle of 90 degrees with the body. 

This arm, which is raised up, is bent upwards at an angle of 90 degrees from the elbow. 

-Meanwhile, the eye is locked on the target so that it can see the tip of the arrow. 

-Often our head is tilted slightly to the side to be able to set this target. 

-When starting the throw, the elbow is pulled back to the body. 

- The hand is lowered back from the wrist at an angle of 60-90 degrees. 

 



Stance Basics (Posture Stance Basics) 

In the stance, the back foot mostly bears the weight of the body. 

Feet are usually shoulder-width apart. 

It forms the basis of the posture by reducing the fatigue of the front foot. 

-The back foot always maintains balance. 

- Leaning forward too much disrupts the balance, causing the shooting arm to move quickly 

with the body and causing the shot to deteriorate. 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Shoulder Position in Posture 

- Shoulders should be parallel to the floor. 

-According to the differences of the players, the shooting shoulder can vary between 50-90 

degrees to the body. 

- Shoulders and body should always remain stationary during shooting. 

-The spine and shoulders should be kept stable so that the shooting arm can relax and not lose 

control. 

- While throwing the arrow with the movement of the lower arm part of the arm, the shoulder 

should not be moving and should be fixed. So shooting with the shoulder is absolutely wrong. 

Beginner athletes should definitely be taught this. 

 

 

 



Stance No: 1 

-This stance type is used by very few darts. 

It is very difficult to maintain body balance. 

-It is getting harder to aim at the target. 

 

 

Stance No: 2 

-Right-handed shooters stand like this. 

It is a posture stance in which the body balance is provided very well. 

This stance has been adopted by the great majority. 

-Toe tip is used for targeting. 

 

 

Stance No: 3 

-This posture stance is useful in preventing unwanted movements of the body. 

- Due to the position of the foot, it can cause contractions and fatigue in the foot muscles. 

It's a stance used by good players. 



 

 

IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT POSTURE STANCE 

- If the body swings back and forth each time during the shot, your muscles are holding the 

body against gravity. This causes the shooting to be distorted. 

A good shot depends on a well-balanced stance. Raising the heel of the other foot behind the 

body during the throw will sometimes disrupt the balance. (Back and leg contractions) 

- If we are going to shoot at points at different distances on the board, instead of shifting our 

stance and disrupting the stance, it will be much more accurate if we lean back a little and 

then turn our wrist (down-up/right-left) to that point. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

During the shooting, following the exit of the arrow, the thumb should point to the target as 

well as the index finger. This will help us take the arrow into the fingers and direct it to the 

target. 


